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Antiracism, Multiculturalism, and Interracial Community:
Three Educational Values for a Multicultural Society .
In the past year and a half or so multicultural education has garnt'rt'ti an
extraordinary amount of media attention, most of it negative. My uwn
involvement in this area predates the recent hoopla and has its source in
my own children's working their way through the public schools uf
Cambridge, Massachusetts. I have been struck by how extraordinarily
different their educational and social experience has been, and will
continue to be, than was my own, attending almost all-white schools in
the 1950's. Charges of so-called political correctness cannot mask the
extraordinary demographic and social changes our society is undergo.
ing that ground the need for a philosophy of education suited to an
increasingly multiracial, multicultural society.
I approach that task from my own background in moral philusophy
and the philosophy of value. I want to ask ~hat·values I would want my
own and otherchildren to be taught in schools, as well as in their families,
to prepare them for life in the multicultural United States. I assume here
that moral and value education must be a part of precollege educatioll,
and in doing so I ally myself with educators across a wide political
spectrum.
My work in this area does not by and large focus on education at the
college level, though I assume that smile of what I have to say will have
implications for colleges and their curricula. I also think it instructiw for
adults concerned with our current and future state of racial and ('Ihnic
relations to focus on younger children, where we sometimes gt>1 a
glimpse of possibilities otherwise difficult to envision.
I want to argue that there area I"I/ro,i/yof values Ihal ontO would want
taught in schools and families. None of these can be fl.·dunod to the·
others, nor can any take the place of the olhers. Without claiming
comprehensiveness for my list I want 10 suggest that thcfl.· arc atl('ast
four values, or families of values, essential to a program of value
education for a multiracial society. I will describe all four valucs brit'Oy
and wilJ then talk about each in more detail. (I recogni7.(· thatth<.> labds
on these are somewhat arbitrary.)
I realize that multicultural education has its critics and dt·lraclnrs. I
wilJ not attempt today to defend or justify Ihe four valucs bUI only In
articulate them, so that it will be clearer what it is thai nc('ds ddclls<.> and
justification.

The first value is nlltiradsm or oppositioll to racism:
({acism is the denial of the fundamental moral equality
of all human beings. It involves the expression of
attitudl'S of superior worth or merit justifying or underpinning the domination or unjust advantage of some
groups over others. Antiracism' as a value involves
striving to be without racist attitudes oneself as well as
being prepared to work against both racist altitudes in
others and racial injustice in society more generally.
The second value is multiculturalism:
Multiculturalism involves an understanding, appreciation and valuing of one's own culture, and an informed
respect and curiosity about the ethnic culture of others.
It involves a valuingof other cultures, not in the sense of
approving of all aspects of those cultures, but of attempting to Sl't.' how a given culture can express value to
its own members.
The third valueisa sense of ClI/I/lllullit.ll,and in particularanilltaracinl
This involves a sense, not necessarily explicit or articulated, that one possesses human bonds with persons of
other races and ethnicities. The bonds may, and ideally
should, be so bro.ld as to encompass all of humanity; but
they may also be limited to the bonds formed in friendships, schools, workplaces, and the like.
.
The fourth value is trratillg persolls tiS illdil'iliunls:
This involves recognizing the individuality of each person - specifically, that while an individual person is a
member of an ethnic or racial group, and while that
aspect may be an important part of who she is, she is
more than that ethnic or racial identity. It is the lived
appreciation of this individuality, not Simply paying lip
service to it, that constitutes the value I will call treating
persons as individuals. (1 will not have the opportunity
to discuss this value further on this occasion.)
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Again, I claim that these four are distinct though related values, and
that all of them are essential to multicultural value ed ucation. Fail urt> to
appreciate their distinctness poses the danger that one of them will be
neglected in a value education program. At the 5<lme time there arc
natural convergences and complementarities among the four values
taken in any combination; there are ways of teaching each value that
support the promotion ofeach oneof the other values. On theother hand,
I will claim, there can also be tensions, both practical and theoretical,
between various of the values; that is, some ways of teaching one of the
values may work against the conveying of one of the others. Since the
values can be either convergent or in tension, it will be crucial to search
for ways of teaching them that minimize the tension and support the
convergences.
I have designated allliracism as the first value for this value education.
In contrast to the three others, this one is stated negatively - in opposition to something rather than as a positive goal to be striven for. Why do
I not refer to this value positively as "racial equality" or "racial justice"?
One reason is that the oppositional definition brings out that a central
aspect of the value of antiracism involves countering an evil and not just
promoting a good. An important component of what child ren nt'ed to he
taught is how to notice, to confront, to oppose, and to work toward the
elimination of manifestations of racism. Particular moral abilities and
traits of character, involving certain forms of empowerment, are required for activities of opposilio1l that are not required merely for the
promotion of a good goal. Of course, antiracism docs presuppose the
positive value of racial justice; hence, the positive element is implicitly
contained' in the value of antiracism. '
To understand the value of antiracism we must first understand
racism. The term racism, while a highly charged and condemnatory one,
has no generally agreed upon meaning. On the one hand all can i\F;rce
that using a racial slur, telling a Chicano student that one docs not like
Chicanos and wishes they were not inone'sschool,orcarving "KKK" on
the door of the African-American student's door, arc racist acts. Atthe
same time the conservative writer Dinesh D'Sou7,a has givl'n voice to a
suspicion, shared Iam sure by others, that the term "racism" is in danger
of losing its meaning and moral force through a too broad usagt'.
I agree that there has sometimes been it tendt·ncy to inflate the
meaning ofthe word racism so it becomes virtually a cakhall tl.'rm for any
behavior concerning race or race relations that its USl'r strongly condemns. This development ill serves those, like myself who wish racism
to be taken more seriously than it prest'nlly is. Ukl' tilt' hoy who cril'd
"wolf," the inflation of the conc,ept of racism to encompass phl'noml'na

with questionable connection to its core meaning dl'Sl>nsiti.,;cs peuple to .
the dan~er, luuror, and wnlllgfulnl'Ss of true racism.' >.. :"::': .•...
Ilere is my. c,icfinition of racism, which I present· wi~hout f~rtht?r<:;
dl'fense: Racism refersbuth toan institutionaIors(lCial structureof radal,:
domina~iorioiinjusti~~':::""aswhen wesPeak.~fara~ist instillJ,tion -.Jand"q,;
alsO to :incf~,..idual'actions, .beliefs, and attitudes,' whether c(lnsciously,;,<
held or notiwhif~express,support or justify the superiority ofont' racial
group to another.'Thus, on both the individual levels, racism involws
denying or Violating the equal dignity and worth of all human beings
independent of rare; and, on both levels, racism is bound up with
dominanre and hierarchy.
Note that on my definition several practices or attitudes sometimes
thought ofas automatically racist are not (necessarily) racist, though they
may involve racism in particular instances. One is racial iglwrallcf.' or
i "~fIIsit il1ity. an example being a black high school student, whu had what
he thought were good white friends; but when Martin Luther King's
birthday came around the white students did not understand why the
black student cared about the celebration of King's birthday. This seems
to be an l·xample of racial ignorance or insl>nsitivity. but not of racism. A
sl'cond is ",Ilkil/>: racial distil/clilllls. We arc all familiar with the view that
merl'ly to make a distinction betwl'l'n people on the basis of race is itself
racist. A relatl'd example is when simply ml'ntioning or noticing
someone's race is Sl'Cn as racist. A falsl> model of non-racism as "color
blindness" leads us to confuse making racial distinctions with racism
itself. But unless making the racial distinction is grounded in an attribution of inferiority or lesser worth to one of the groups involved, racism
(on my definition) is not present.
A third example is racial f.'xclll~illt'IIt'SS on the part of people of color, as
when African-American or IUspanic students sit together in the school
cafeteria. This too is not normally a racist practice, for it is not normally
premised on an altitude of superiority toward nonblacks (or non-Hispanics), but may be simply a sense of comfort with those like oneself. A
final example is raciallfiscom{t1rt, that is, a discomfort with peopleofother
races; this too is not necessarily racist, though, of course, it can be.
Some of these practices or attitudes may be objectionable or regrettable without being racist. After all, ignorance and insensitivity are bad
things. And racial exClusiveness can be detrimental to a sense of
interracial community. But conflating them with racism makes it difficult to deal eitller with racism or with whatever otller disvalue these
practices may involve.
The point I am making here - and one I mean to emphasize in my
work on multiculturalism - is that there are a pillrality of values needed
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in a multicultural society, and, cunversely, a plurality of thin~s that can
go wrong in multicultural and multiracial interaction.
There are three components of (the value of) alltimdslII as I st.'t.> it.
...
One is the beliefin theequal worth ofall pers<ms regardless ofrace, nut
just as an intellectual maller, but rooted more deeply in one's altitudt.'S
and emotions; this islo have what une might call a II1111mcist mural
consciousness. But it is not enough to learn to be nonradst as an
individual; students must also be taught to IIl1dl'rstalld the particularity
uf racism as a psychological and historical phenomemm. This is partly
because one aspect of antiracism is learning to perceive racism and tu
recognize when it is occurring. Just being nonradst cannot guarantee
this. For one may sincerely subscribe to the right principles uf racial
justice and yet not see particular instances uf racism right under one's
nuse, in either institutional or individual forms; for example, not recognizing unintended pallerns of exclusion of people of color, or not
recognizing a racial stereotype.
There-..are three components to this seeohd feature of antiracism
(understanding racism). The first is the psychological dynamic of racism,
such as scapegoating and stereotyping, rigidity and fear of differt'nce,
rationalization of privilege and power, projecting of unwanted wishes
onto others, and other psychological processes contributinl; to racist
attitudes. The second is the historical dynamic of racism in its particular
forms: slavery, colonialism, segregation, Nazism, the mistreatment of
native Americans, and the like. Involved also must be learning about
movementsagaillst racism, such as abolitionism, civil rights movements,
and the black power movement; and learning about institutional racism
as well. The third component is the role of illdividllals in sustaining or
resisting racist institutions, pallerns,and systems- how individuals can
change racist structures; how they may contribute to or help to pt·rpt.·tuate racist pallerns even if they themselves arc not actually racist.
Studying the historical dynamics of racism necessarily involves tt'achingthe victimization ofsome groups by others. While somt'clmscrvativc
critics of multicultural education ridicule and derogate focusing on a
group's history as victims of racism, it would nevt'rthelt'ss bt> intellectually irresponsible not to do so. One can hardly undt'rstand till' historical
experience of African-Americans without slavery, .of Jt·ws wilhoutthe
Holocaust, of Asian-Americans without the historic barril'rs to cili7.enship and to family life and without the,World-War-II int<>rnment camps.
Nevertheless, from the point of view of historical accurilcy as wl'lI as
that of value education, it is vital not toe(l//filll'thl' prest'ntiltion of a group
to its status as victim. One needs to set' subordinate groups as agt'nts in
their own history - not just assuffering victimiziltion but ilS rt'sponding

to it, sometimes by active rl'sistancl' both cultural and political, sometimes by passiw resistance, sometimes by accommodation. Thestudy of
social history isinvaluable here in providing the framework for seeing
that victims made their own history in the face of their victimization, and
for giving concrete embodiment to till' philosophical truth that human
b('ings retain the capacity for agency t'Vl'n when oppressed and dominated by others.
The third component of antiracist education (in addition to nonracism
and understanding racism) is IIJ!I'0s;lill/l til racism; for nonracism implies
only that one does all one can to avoid" racism in 1II/1"S IIW/I actions and
allitudl."S. This is insufficient, for students need also to develop a sense
of responsibility concerning manifestations of racism in other"persons
and in the society more generally. For example, since students will
almost inevitably witness racist acts, to confine their own rt.'~ponsibility
simply to ensuring that they individually do not participate in such
actions themselves is to give studt'nts a mixed message about how
st'riously they arc bl'ing asked to take racism.
A tt'acher in my childn'n's school l'I ici ted from Ill'r class occasions on
which t1ll'y had witnt'sst'd radst remarks. Two examplt's were of store
c1t'rks, one of whom said, "You Puerto Ricans are always stealing things;
get out of my store:' and theotht-r, "Don't bea dirty Jew -give him the
money." As this teacher did, truly antiracist education should help
pupils think through what they themselves might do in such situations,
how to assess the gains and risks of various courses of action. Discussions of this sort might help secure two goals. The first is that by
encouraging students to bring up incidt'nts of racism and by discussing
them seriously, the teacher conveys to the class that racism is serious
business, and is everyone's responsibility. The second is that such
conversations help to develop students' own skills, abilities, and sense of
competence in the complex tasks of active engagement with a society and
world far from embodying ideals of racial justice.
Lt't me now examine antiracist education in the context of "citizenshi1''' ed uca tion, currentIy being touted across a broad political spectrum
asan important component ofsecondary school education. A very useful
tt'xt here is the Cll/ifllrllil1 Hisfl 1ry/Sllcil1l Scimce Framework, officially
adopted by the state of California as a guideline for the writing and the
adoption of textbooks for secondary schools. I (Some textbooks have now
been adopted that conform to this framework.) This is an intellectually
ilnd pedilgogically impressive document, written by a variety of educators and scholars, including Diane Ravitch, an influential educational
historian and theorist, and currently an Assistant U.S. Education Secretary.
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The History/Social Scic'/Ice Frall/t'lC~Jrk sees the dewlupnll'nt uf the
commitments and skills of active citizenship - a citizl'nship whusl'
purpose is to sustain and protect democratic institutions - as a Cl'ntral
task of secondary school education. The Frall/t'lC'tlrk also takes up rilciill
issues much more fully than, say, the education that I received in the
1950's. Yet there is very little recognition in the Fralllc'lcl(Jrk that the
responsibilities of citizenship in a democratic society shuuld include
antiracist commitments. To give just one illustration, the Fralllc'lll(lrk .
speaks of learning to respect the rights of the minority, even a minnrity
of one. But how about learning when to be such a minority of nne,
oneself? When should one be the person to speak out, to call attention to
an injustice that others prefer not to think about?
James Baldwin in his book Tile Fire Next Timc' powerfully describes an
incident from the early sixties in ,his own life that exemplifies such a
failure of citizenship in the area of race. 2
A civilization is not destroyed by wicked pepple; it is not
necessary that people be wicked but only that they be
spineless. I and two Negro acquaintances, all of LIS well
past thirty, and looking it, were in the bar in Chicago's
O'Hare airport several months ago, and the bartender
refused to serve us, because, he said, we looked too
young. It took a vast amount of patience not to strangle
him and great insistence and some luck to get the
manager, who defended the bartender, on the ground
that he was "new" and had not yet, presumably,learned
how to distinguish a Negro "boy" of twenty and a
Negro "boy" of thirty-seven. Well, we were served,
finally, of course, but by this time no amount uf Seutch
would have helped us. The bar was very crowded and
our altercation had been very noisy, yet nutwme customer in the bar had done anything to help us. (77 f.)
One goal of citizenship education should surely be for pl'opll' tuconw to
believe that they ought to intervene in some way in such situiltiuns, and
to come away from their education with some guidl'lilll's ilbllUt how tn
do so. On this, antiracist, feature of citizl'n l'dUCiltiun til(' California
History/Social Science framrul(Jrk is almnst entirdy sill'nl.
The Framework's failure here has twu interconnl'ctl·d i\spl'ds. r-irst. its
conception of the forms of activity appropriiltl' III a ciliZl'nry wmmitlc'd
to upholding justice (as a feature nf a dl'mncratic snril'ly) is tuu limill'd.
11 largely omits citizens' responsibility tOCtlll/l/t'r iI/i"s/in's illtlwirsudl'ly.
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The second failure is the inade'luate att('Jltiull to racism as. a j'rimary
illslallCt'of the sort of injustice thai a fulure democratic ~iti7,l;'nry nt.'eds tu .'
be educalL>d to understand and 10 counteract.'
>.,"

The second €.>ducational value, lIlulticulturalislIl, encompass€.'S the following three subvalues: (a) affirming one's own cultural identity;
learning about and valuing one's own cultural heritage; (b) respecting
and desiring to understand and learn about (and from) cultures othl'r
than one's own; (c) valuing and taking delight in cultural diversity itself;
that is, regarding the existence of distinct cultural groups within one's
own society as a positive good to be treasured and nurtured. The kind
of n.'Spect involved in the second condition (rcspl'Cting others) is meant
to be an informed (and not uncritical) respect grounded in an understanding ofanother culture. It involves an attempt to see the culture from
lhe point of view of its members and in particular to see how membt.'rs
of that culture valu€.' th(,' (,'xpr(,'ssion of t1wir own culture. It involves an
active int(,'rest in and ability in sonw way to enter into and to enjoy the
culturall'xpressions of other groups.
Su(:h an understanding of another culture in no way requires an
aHirmation of every feature of that culture as positively good, as some
critics of multiculturalism fear ( or atleasl charge). It does not preclude
criticism, on the basis either of norms of that culture itself which particular practices in that culture might violate, or of standards external to that
culture. Of course when it is legitimate to use a standard external to a
culture <e.g. a particular standard of equality between men and women
drawn from thl' Western liberal tmdilion) is a complex issue. And
multiculturalism always warns both against using a legitimate criticism
of some feature of a culture as moral leverage to condemn the culture as
a whole - declaring it not worthy of serious curricular attention, or
disqualifying it as a source of moral insight to those outside that culture,
for example - as well as alerting us to the difficult-to-avoid failure to
scrutinize the basis of that criticism for its own cultural bias. Nevertheless, multiculturalism need not and should not identify itself with the
view that members of one culture never have the moral standing to make
an informed criticism of the practices of another culture.
The outward directed ness of the second feature of multiculturalism
(respecting other cultures) is an important complement to the inward
focus of the first feature (learning about and valUing one's own culture).
This dual orientation meets the criticism sometimes made of
multiculturalism that it creates divisions between students. For the
second feature prescribes a reaching out beyond one's own group and
thus explicitly counters the balkanizing effect of the first dimension of
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multiculturalism alone. Nevertheless, that first feature -Il'arnin~about
and valuing one's own culture - is an integral part of multiculturalism,
not merely something to be toleratl'd, treated as a rl'sponse to political
pressure, or justified simply on the grounds of boosting self-esteem. An
individual's cultural identity is a dl'eply significant element of hcrsl'lf.
and understanding of her own culture should be a vital part of thc task
of education. An understanding of one's own culture as contributing to
the society of which one is a part is a significant part of that first element
of multiculturalism.
The third component of multiculturalism is the valuing of diversity
itself. Not only do we want our young people to respect specific other
cultures but also to value a school, a city, a society in which diverse
cultural groups exist. While this diversity may certainly present problems for young people, one wants them to see the diversity primarily as
something to value, prefer, and cherish.
Three dimensions of culture seem to be deservin~ of curricular and
other forms of educational attention in schools. The first is the allers/or
eldlure of the ethnic group, nation, or civilization ()f origin. For Chirll'seAmericans this would involve understanding Chinese culture, including
ancient Chinese cultures, philosophies, religions, and the like. For IrishAmericans it would be Irish history and culture. For Mexican-Americans
it would includeattention tosomeof the diverse cultures of Mexko- the
Aztec, the Mayan, as well as the Spanish, and then the hybrid Spanish/
indigenous culture which forms modern Mexican culture.
While all ethnic cultures have an ancestor culture, not all ("Llm'nt
groups bear the same relationship to that ancestor cu It urc. Fllr exa mpie,
African-Americans' connection to their ancestor culture is importantly
different from that of immigrant groups like Italians, Eastl'rn Europmn
Jews, and Irish. Although scholars disagree about the actuall'xtl'llt of
influence of various African'cultures on current African-Aml'ricall cultural forms, it was a general feature of American slavery syskmatically
. to attempttodeprive African slaves of their African cuHurt.'. By contrast
voluntary immigrant groups brought with them an inlact CUlturl', which
they renegotiated in the new conditions of the United Statl's. In f.1Cltlll'
label "African-American" can be seen as an altl'mptto forg<, a strongl'r
analogy between the experience of black Americans and Ihat of ollwr
immigrant groups than do other ex.pressions, such as "black" or eVl'n
"Afro-American." The formcrconceptualizalion cmphasizl's Ihal Anll'rican blacks are not simply a product oj America but do indl'l'd possess an
ancestor culture, no malter how brutally that culture was allackl'd. Notl',
however, that there is an important diHerence bl'twl'l'n Ihis use of
"African-American" and that applil'd, for exampll', 10 sl'cond'gl'Ol'fj\-

lion Ethiopian-Americans. The lallt.'r is a truer parallt.'lto white ethnic
"hyphenate Americans."
Other differences among groups, such as tilt.' current ethnic group's
distance in time from its original emigration,variations and pressurt.>s to
assimilate once in the United States, and the effects of racism afft.'Ct the
significance of the ancestor culture for a current ethnic group. Neverlht....
It.'Ss ancestor culture plays some role for every group.
A second dimension of culture to be encompassed by multicultural
education is lhe "j~/llrjca/l·x'l('riL·I/Ct·of the ethnic group within the United
States. Generally it will allend to the historical experiences, ways of lift.·,
triumphs and setbacks, art and Iilerature, contributions and adlievements, of ethnic groups in the United Stales. The latter point is
uncontroversial; all proponents of multicultural education agree in the
nt.'t.-d to correct the omission in traditional curricula and text books of
milny t'lhnic groups' experiences ilnd contributions to our national life.
But distinguishing this dimension from the ancestor culture and giving
allmtion 10 both of them is cruciilJ. For the culture of lhe ChineseAnwrican is 1/01 the samt.' as tht.' culture of traditional or modt.·rn China;
it is a cuhurt., with its own intt.'grity: neither the purer furm of ancestor
culturt.' nor thai of middlt.'·Amt.'ric,l. 1/ can be called "intt.'rcultural,"
influenet.·d by mort.' Ihan one culture (as indeed theancestorculture itst.'lf
may havt· been), yt'l forming a culture in its own right.
A third dimension of cullure is tht' cllrrl'lll d/ll/ic wI/lire of the group
in question. This is tht'dimension most diwctly t'mbodied in thestudmt
mt.·mbt'r of that cullurt'. This currt.'nt ethnic culture - family ethnic
rituals, foods, cusloms rt'gilrding family roles and interactions, values,
musical and other cultural preferences, philosophies of life, and the like
- bears complt'x relationships to the ancestor culture as well as to the
group's historicill ethnic experience in the United States. It changes over
time il nd is afrected in myriad ways by the outer society. As with ancestor
culture and historical ethnic experience, the student's current ethnic
culture must be given respect. What such respect consists in isa complex
miltler, as the following examples indicate.
In one case respect can involve allowing Arab girls to wear traditional
ht'adgear in school if they so desire. In another it can mean seeing a
child's remark in class as containing an insight stemming from her
cultural perspective that might otherwise be missed or seem off the mark.
Another form of respect for culture involves, for example, recognizing
that il Vietnamese child's failure to look a teacher in the eye is not a sign
of evasiveness or lack of interest but a way of expressing a deference to
teachers and authority, culturally regarded as appropriate. Thus, respect
for ethnic cultures sometimes involves a direct valoriZing ofa part of that
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culture;at other times neithervalori7.ing nordisvaluing, but allowing for
its expression because it is impor:tant to the student. In another contl'xt,
it can involve reshaping one's own sense of what is educationally
essential, to take into account andtherculture's dirrerence. Finally, it can
sometimes involve seeing a cultural manifestation as a genuine obstacle
to learning but respecting the cultural setting in which it is embedded
and the studenes own attachment to that cultural feature, and finding
ways to work with or around that obstacle to accomplish an educational
goal.
In summary, ancestor culture, ethnic historical experience in the
United States, and current ethnic culture are lhree dimensions of elhnic
culture requiring attention in a muticultural education. They are all
dimensions that children need to be taught and taughlto respect - bolh
in their own and other's cultures.
The context of multicultural education presupposes a larger SOCil'ly
consisting of various cultures. Thus, leaching an attitude of apprl'ciation
toward a parlicular one of these cultures.in the three dimensions jusl
mentioned will have both a particularand ageneralaspect. We will wilnt
sludents to appreciate cultures in lhl'ir own right, but also in 1/1l'ir
relationship to the larger socit·ty. This simple point can hdp us to avoid
two familiar, and contrasting, pitfalls of multicultural education, that eiln
be illustrated with the example of Marlin Luther King, Jr.
One pitfall would be exemplified by a teacher who portrayed King ilS
an important leaderoftheblackcommunily, but who failed to emphasize
that he should be seen as a great Amer;cml leader more genl'rally - as it
true hero for all Americans, indeed, for all humanity, and nol /1111.11 for or
of African-Americans. The teacher fails toshow the non-African-American students that they too have a connection with King simply as
Americans.
Yet an exactly opposite pitfall is to teac,h apprecialion of thl' conlrihution of members of parlicularcultures/lllly insofar as tIlUsl'contrihutions
can be seen in universal terms or in terms of bendiling thl'l'ntirl' s(lCil'ty.
This pitfall would be exemplified by seeing Dr. King only in lerms of his
contribution to humanity or to American s(lCiety more genl'rally, but 11111
acknowledging him as a product and leader specifically of the AfrkanAmerican community. Multicultural educalion nl,etis to l'nabll' nonAfrican-American students (whelher whill' or not) 10 bl' ahlt, to appn'ciate a leader of the African-American community in Ihal rolt· ils<'lf, and
not only by showing that the leader in question mildt' il contrihulion 10
everyone in the stlCiety. Thus, multicultural educalion nl't'ds to l'mphasize both the general or full society d,imension of each ('Ulturt"snlllirihutions and heroes and also the particular or fulturl'-spt'("ifk dimmsioll.
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Mimy peopleassociall' mulliculluralism with the idea of nloral rt'llllil'or rultural relativism and spl'dfically with the view thatbccause no.,
one from one culture is in a position to judge another culture, no one is
in a position to say which culture should be given priority in the
allocation of respect, curricular inclusion, and the like. Therefore,according to this way of thinking, ewry culture has a claim to equal inclusion
and respect, because no one is in a position to Sc"ly which ones arc //IlIrt'
worthy of respect. While the philosophic relativism on which this
version of multiculturalism rests needs to be taken seriously - it has a
long and distinguished philosophic history - there is an alternative,
quite different and nonrelativistic, philosophic foundation for
multiculturalism as well. This view - which might be callt..>d 1,I"ralis';c
- agrees that cultures manifest different values but affirms that the
valuL'S of a givt.'n culture can be, or can come to be, appreciated (as well
as assessed) by somt.'(me from a different culture. Thus, while cultures
are differt.'nt, they are at least partly accessible to one another.
According to this pluralist, nonrdativist line of thought, multicultural
education should involve exposing students to, and helping them to
appreciate the range of, vaIUt.'s embodied in different cultures. Both
whites and Cambodian immigrant students can come to appreciate Toni
Morrison's novels of black life in America. African-American students
can come to understand and apprl'ciate Confucian philosophy. This
pluralist view should not minimize the work often necessary to sec
beyond the parochial assumptions and perspectives of one's own culture
in order to appreciate the values of another culture. Indeed, one of the
undoubted contributions of the multicultural movement has been to
fl'Vl'al those obstacles as well as the dominant culture's resistance to
acknowlL>dging them. Nevertheless, the fact that such an effort can be
even partially successful proVides a goal of multicultural education that
is barely conceivable within the pure relativist position.
;5/11

I want now to explore the complex relationship between the two
values that I have discussed so far - antiracism and multiculturalism.
First, to establish the differences: Both multiculturalism and antiracism
are concerned with groups and group identities; but the groups are
constituted differently from an antiracist than from a multicultural
standpoint. From an antiraciststandpoint a group is constituted by its
place in the hierarchy of racial dominance (roughly, by whether it is a
dominant group or a subordinate group). Thus, in the United States
whiles, as a racial group, are dominant, while African-Americans, Native-Americans, and Latinos or Hispanics are subordinate. But from a
multicultural perspective African-Americans, Latinos, and Native-Ameri-
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cans are not single cultural groups. Mexicans are culturally very different from Puerto Ricans though both are Latino. Black Americans whost.'
roots in this country go back to slavery are culturally distinct fwm much
more recent immigrants, forexample, from IlaW, whose native language
is I-Iaitian Creole, as well as from English-speaking blacks from other
Caribbean cou.ltries. Haitians have a heritage ascitizensof the first black
republic in the New World and the only one set up as a result of a
successful slave revolt. This gives Haitians a very different sense of the
significance of their race and racial history than that of United Statl'S
slave descendants. Elaine Pinderhughes, an African-American profl'Ssor of social work and the author of Ullllmdanding Ran', Etlmidly, and
Pourer, quotes a Haitian-American whose racial and ethnic identity
illustrates this: "Asachild I never understood why my father insisted on
identifying himself as Haitian whenever the issue of race came up. Later
I understood that he wanted us to dissociate ourselves from black
Americans."3
In fact, it is partly because racist altitudes are generally //111 sensitive to
these cultural and ethnic distinctions that an antiracist perspective
divides groups up in a somewhat different way from a multicultural
perspective. This point is made powerfully and tragically by the case of
a Chinese-American, VincentChin, who was killed bya whiteautoworkt.'r
resentful towards the japanese because competition from the japmll'se
auto industry contributed to unemployment of American auto workl'rs.
The point suggested by a documentary film concerning this inddt.'nt (1'111'
Killing of Vincent Chin) is not so much that the whitt., killl~r mistouk a
Chinese-American forajapanese-American, as that he had no c1l'arSI'nst.'
that there was a difference betwl'Cnthese two Asian-Amcrican groups.
So racism's existence gives subordinate groups that art.' culturally distinct, common cause to identify and unite on a common racial basis in
opposition to, for example, anti-Asian racism.
This difference between the antiracist and the multicultural pt.'rspt.'<'~
lives applies to the categorization of dominant groups as wl'lI as to that
of subordinate or vulnerable onl'S, in that the antiradst pt.'rspt.,<,live
ignores cultural differences within the dominant groups. jt.owish-, Polish-, and Irish-Americans exemplify this. Irish-Americans, onCl' viciously discriminatt.>d against by Anglo-Protestants in this counlry and
viewed in derogatory terms similar to African-Amt.'rkans, are no longt.'r
a victimized group; rather, Irish-Americans art.' now part of. art.' Sl'cn by
nonwhite minorities as part of, and generally sel' t111'lllsl·lws as part of
the majority white group - a group which in fill't pt.'rpl'luall's disadvantage and injustice to nonwhite groups.
Yet, despite the common racial dt.'signalioll as "whitt'," Irish-Anll'ri·
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cans are a culturally distinct group from1l'wish-Americans and PolishAmericans; they have a distinct anCl'Stor culture and historic ethnic
l'xperience, distinctive music, rituals, language, backgrounds, foods and
the like. Thesedeserve to bt> valued and appreciated by members ofother
l·thnicgroups, including nonwhiteethnicgroups, as partofa multicultural
program. Yet from a purely antiracist perspective Irish-Americans haw
no distinct group identity; they are just "whites." White students often
obit'Ct to being lumped together, as discussions of racism may do. The
multicultural perspective is mt>ant to speak to one legitimate source of
this discomfort or protest. (A nother is socioeconomic class, a large factor
in this context, but unfortunately one beyond my scope here.) Whites
aren't jllsf whitl'S; they too haveethnicities that are important sources of
identity and that differentiate them from other whites. Nevertheless, the
classification yit>lded by the lens of race - of Irish-Americans or PolishAmericans as "white" is not.a falSI' one; it is simply Iltlrt;/II. Antiracism
and multiculturalism constitute two distinct and complementary lenst.>s,
yidding different categorizations of a common social reality. Both lenses
highlight a truth about that reality. A"t;rtlcislII: the truth that groups arc.
ilrranged in a hierarchy of dominance and subordination, security and
vulm'rability, advantage and diScldvantage; lIIult;CIIlturalisIII: the truth
that groups have distinct cultures.
The metaphor of antiracism and multiculturalism as complementary
It'nses on a complex reality should not mislead us as to the reality of race
and cthnicity. 'fhe identities of both racial and ethnic cultural groups are
not simply givens hut are historical and social constructs. What people
at a given time think of as distinct racial or ethnic groups is a product of
social categorization both siluationally determined and subject tochange.
Thus, southern and eastern European immigrant groups in this country
in the early part of the twentieth century are now regarded unequivocally as white, but at that time were often seen as distinct races; they were
thought by many to have racially based psychological characteristics,
such as industry, irresponsibility, intelligence, and the like. To the extent
that the notions of "white" and "black" were used, members of these
immigrant groups did not always think of themselves as either one.
Another example: in England the term "black" is currently used to refer
to east Asians as well as to Afro-Caribbeans; in the United States only the
latter are regarded as "black."
A third difference is that multiculturalism and antiracism involve
distinct approaches to the study of a particular cultural group that has
been a target of racism. While anti racism highlights victimization and
resistance, multiculturalism highlights culturallHe, cultural expression,
achievements, and the like.
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In particular the tW(l perspectives yield distinct (though complenll'ntary) approaches to the study of the Cll/llri/JlltiIlW; of diffl'rl'nt groups.
Multiculturalism's thrust is to highlight (l'Spl'Ci~lIy hitherto ne~ll'Ctl'd or
undervalued) contributions. Yet merely hi~hl.ighting contributions of
different cultural groups dOlo'S not, by itself, address.the dcfkiencil's in
traditional education that the multicultural lo>rlucation movement (broadly
construed) hopes to address. For one effect of racism has been to prevent
subordinate groups from fully developing t1ll'ir capacitil>s for sud\
accomplishments an~ contributions. Indeed, what it mE'ans for a sodety
to be characterized by systemic and institutional racism is precisl'ly for
it to place obstacles, on the basis of race, in the way of equal opportunity
to develop precisely those capacities that allow a cultural group to make
contributions both to their own people and to the wider society. Ifenc(',
the multicultural perspective is needed to highlight (often neglected or
underappreciated) contributionsof a group, while the antiracist pt'rspl'ctive focuSt.'S on the racist obstacI('S in the path of that group's dewlopment toward (among other things) making !;uch contributions.
A fourth difference between thE' antiracist and the multicultural
perspectives lies in the basic values in which each is grounded and whkh
guide the forms of education under each rubric. Antirilcism is grounded
in the idea of the equal dignity of all persons and of the consl''1uent
wrongness of any group dominating or suppressing any other. E1lual
dignity is a value rooted in a $11111('1/('5$ among persons; a humanity ~//Il"I'''
by all persons. By contrast, multiculturalism is a value mtltt't.l in
differellces among persons; multiculturalism calls ftlr a r('Spect for ,'ultures, not in spite of their differences from oneself, but preciS('ly {elf thtlS('
differences. Both of these values - of shared humanity, and tlf cultural
difference - are essential; neither one encompasses till' tlthl>r. The
strength of antiracism - in its grounding in individual dignity and
shared humanity - is also the source tlf its limitation. Whill' antiracism
. says that it is wrong for one group to dominate or persl'cute anotlll'r
because of race, it does not by itself involve a positive apprcciatitln of
ethnic groups as embodying distind cult II res which desl'rvl' ttl lx, vahll'd..
Common dignity can be affirmed without a positive valuing tlf til('
individual's culture in its concrete particularity. Multkulturalislll involves the converse value limitation, for, while highlighting ,..'sl)(.'('t and
appreciation for cultural difference, it dtll's /11I1 fo,us on tlur ctll1l1ntln
humanity or shared dignity. These two values arl' 1101 inwl1sisll'nt with
tine another; children can and nel'd to learn holh whal tlwy shan' with
others as well as an appreciatinn of their ~liHl'rl'nn's.
A striking example of the difference bl'tW('l'n multiculturalism and
antiracism regarding this val~atinl1al foundation «Ill Ill' found in a
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comprehensive study of non-jewish n'scuers of Jews durin,; the 11010caust, a book called Till' Altruistic l'l'rStlllality, by Samuel and Pearl
Oliner.·
.
Most of the rescuers of Jews studied by the Oliners - pe<)ple of .
various nationalities and occupations - expressed in some way. an
appreciation of the equal dignity of all persons and the irrelevance of
race, nationality, and religion to that dignity. It was this acute appfl'Ciation of dignity, this strong antiracist consciousness, that provided an
important part of their willingness to put themselvl'S at great personal
risk to rescueJews during the Nazi occupation. Ilowever,only rarclydid
any rescuers show an appreciation of Jewishness as a cultural form
having value in its own right. The rescuees were seen as haVing dignity
;IId('/II'IIdl'llt (If, and even dt's/';tt' theirJewishness. The Jewishness was not
sel'n as a source of value, a value that was at risk in Ilitler's attempt to
exterminate Jewishness as well as Jews. The rescuers either lacked a
general sense of multicultural value or failed to appreciate that value in
the case of Jews. Similar points can be made about Turkish rescuers of
Armenians during the Armenian genocide of 1915-16, according to
research by Richard Hovanissian.
A final significant difference between the antiracist and the
multicultural perspectivl's is that whilt.' antiracism directly challenges
racial domination and racial injustice, multiculturalism, by contrast,
poses no strong or pointed challenge to inequalities of power and
opportunity between groups. Multiculturalism tends to promote the
ilttitude of respect for other cultures, primarily within the existing
structure and inequality between groups. While some multicultural
education theorists, such as Christine Sleeter and Carl Grant, have
argued that a fully realized program of multicultural education does
challenge inequalities of.power,' I think this point is better put by saying
that a multicultural program needs tohavea strong and centralantiracist
component, as well as a multicultural one in the sense I have outlined
here.
I hope I have succeeded in showing both that antiracism and
multiculturalism provide distinct perspectives and guiding values; that
these perspectives are complementary; and that both are essential to a
value education for a multiracial, multiethnic society.
The third value for an ed ucational program that I want to discuss is the
(If commullity - specifically a sense of community that embraces
racial and cultural differences. While the idea of a multiracial integrated
community has historically been linked with the struggleagainst racism,
Ithink there is reason for focusing on it asa valuedistinct fromantiracism.
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The sense of community that I ml'an involves a sense of bond wilh olh<.'r
persons, a sense of shared identification with the community in question
(be it a class, a school or workplace), a S('ns<.' of loyalty to and invotvenll'nt
with this community.. I will make the further assumption that the
experience of interracial community in such institutions is an important
contributor to being able fully to experience members of olher races and
cultures as fellow citizens and fellow human beings throughout one's
life.
It is true that the achievement of or the experience of inh.'rradal
community is likely to contribute toa firm commitment to nonracist and
antiracist values. Nevertheless, there is an important difrerencelx>twecn
the two families of values. A sense of community is defeated not only by
racist attitudes, in which members ofone group feel themselves supt'rior
to members of another group, but simply by experiencing members of
other races and cultural groups aSt1tlu'r, as distant from on~lf, as people
with whom one does not feel comfortable, and has little in common. As
I suggested earlier, racial discomfort, racial sensitivity, and racial iAnorance shouId be d istinguished from racism itsel f; yet aII of till' formt'r ru n
contrary to a sense of interracial community. WhClt def<.'ats a Sl'nse of
community is to see members of a group primi'lrily as a '"ey, CIS CI kind of
undifferentiated group counterposed to i'llI'l', defined by Ihe group on<.'
identifies with oneself. One becomes blind 10 the individuality of
members of the 'hey group. One experiences Ihis group as del'ply
different from oneself, even if one cannot always accounl for or explClin
that sense of difference. This anticommunal consciousness can exisl in
the absence of actual racist attitudes towards Ihe olher group, allhou~h
the former is a natural stepping stone toward Ihe latter. J Ihink many
students in schools, of all races and cultur<.'S, never do achieve the
experienceofinterracial community, never learn to fl't.'l comfortabk' with
members of other racial and ethnic groups, even though Ihese sludents
do not really have racist attitudes in Ihe stricl sense. Ralh<.'r, Ihe senS(' of
group difference simply overwhelms any experiencing of rommonalit y
and sharing that is necessary for developing a sense of rommunity.
Moreover, and unfortunately, despite the ways thill ilnliradsm and
interracial community can be mutually supportive, Ilwrl' can also lx·
tensions between certain aspects of anliracisl education and IIll' achil·vl··
ment of interracial community. On the mosl general k'vl'l, anliracisl
education puts racial identity in the forl'front of roncern; OIl(' tCllks Clbuut
groups - whites, blacks, J lispanics, etc. Yt·t, an OVl'rftK'llS on racial
identity can give children a message that the most importCIIlt thing about
persons is their racial identity, and that peopll' who diffl'r from tlllt'sl'lf
racially necessarily differ in all kinds of ollll'r fllndanwnlal ways. It is
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perhaps ironic that an antiracist perspl'Ctive that affirms the shcued
humanity and equal dignity of all persons independent of race can.
sometimes contribute tu this weltlll!lI consciousness. Nevertheless, this
"racialization" of consciousness, to use Michael Omi and Howard
Winant's term,· can contribute to a sense uf distance and l.'Strangement,
or at least to a lack of comfort with members of other races. It can thereby
harm the achievement of interracial community. This is not of course an
argument against antiracist education, for, even if the two values were
irrevocably in tension - and I will argue that they aren't - it might be
interracial community that should be sacrificed to the more urgent task
of antiracist education.
This tension presents a situation in which the tasks of value education
might appear different to members of subordinate groups than of dominant groups, especially to parents in those different groups. AfricanAmerican and other parents of color face the difficult task of teaching
their children to be wary of and prepared for the racism that they will
probably experience at some point, while yet not becoming so paranoid
as to lump all whites together and to be entirely distrustful of them. I
bring this point up partly because I think many white people fail to
recognize, or don't take seriously enough, the pervasive and often subtle
racism experienced by people of color, and incorrectly regard this selfprotective attitude on their part as hypersensitivity. Because of their
greater stake in countering racism, the ideal of interracial community
might seem like a luxury to a subordinate group parent; nevertheless, I
think it is a value that needs to have some place in their children's
education as well.
Fortunately, we need not choose between the values of interracial
community and antiracism; rather, we should search for ways of teaching antiracist values that minimize the potential for harming or preventin~ interracial community. I will briefly mention two general guidelines
in this regard. One is constantly to emphasize the internal variety within
a group being studied; not to say "whites" and "blacks" all the time as if
these were monolithic groups. For example, in discussing slavery, make
clear that not all blacks were slaves during the period of slavery, that
there were many free blacks. Similarly, most whites did Itot own slaves,
and a few whites even actively aligned themselves with the cause of
abolition, aiding free blacks who organized the underground railroads
and the like. Exhibiting such internal variety within "white," "black,"
and other groups helps to prevent the formation of rigid or
undifferentiated images of racial groups that lend themselves readily to
a welth~ consciousness that undermines community.
A second gUideline is to try to give students the experience (in
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imagination at least> of being both discriminated against, excludl'd, nr
demeaned,andalsobeingthediscriminatur,theexcluder,theadvantagt.-d
one. One first grade teacher I know discusses discrimination and racism
by asking all the children in her class if they feel that th('y have N.'t.'n
discriminated against in any way. Children feel discriminated against,
excluded, or vulnerable to exclusion for all sorts of reasons - because
they are short, or because they once didn't have a certain toy that other
. children had, or didn't know the characters of some television program
being discussed. In one discussion in this teacher's class, a heavyish boy
saidthatotherkidsmadefunofhimbecauseofhissize.lndiscussingthis
all the children were helped to see and to be sensitized in a personal,
meaningful way to the damage done by all sorts of discrimination; and
this isa lesson that this teacher extended to other forms of discrimination
as well, including more socially significant ones, such as racism and
sexism.
Encouragingstudents to attempt as much as possible to experienc(' the
vantnge points of advantaged and diS<1dv-antaged, includt.-d nnd excluded, and the like, provides an important buffer to n "we/t1wy"
consciousness in the racial domnin. This buffering is nccomplisht.'d nnt
so much by encouraging, as the first guideline does, the appreciatinn nf
internal diversity in a given group, as by bridging the gulf bctwt.'en the
experience of the dominant and that of thl' subordinate. This is achit.'vI'd
by showing children that there is at least SII//I(' dimension of lift.> on which
they occupy the dominant, and on others th(' subordinatt.', pnsition (l'vt.'n
if these dimensions are not of equal significance).
There is a similar process of potential convergence as wl'll as plltl'ntial
tension between commullity and III,,/licul/llralisIII. Thest.' arl' distinct
values. The positive bond and senscuf connt.'Ctiun involv('d in intt.·rracial
community is not guaranteed by multiculturalism, which ('mphasizt.'S
respect, ill/erest, and Imdershmdillg; while such altitudes may ht.'lp tu
inform and enrich a sense of community, they arequite compatiblt.' with
its absence, and with a sense of distnnce from thost.' uf tht.' rt.'Spt.'ctt.'d,
interesting "other culture." Some forms of multicultura I t.·ducation can
even further divide students from one another while tt.·achin~ respt.'ct, by
overemphasizill8 cultural differences and mutual inaccessihility of diff('rentculturestooneanother. Analogously toantiracism, this kind nf faulty
teaching of multiculturalism can lead to a similarly rip,idifit.·d lI'l'//llI'Y .
consciousness.
The converse is true as well. Interracial community loan not pmvidl'
all the values involved in multiculturalism. For, whilt.' intt.·rracial community does encompass people who are cultumlly, racially, difft.'f('nt
from one another, it does nut by ilsl·1f promotl' a dl'finitt.', positiw
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appreciation of cultural differences and of distinct cultural values: And
a single-minded attempt 10 foster interracial community can lead easily
toan avoidanceof fully acknowledging theseraciallcultural differences,
for fear that such acknowledgment will foster a we/they attitude inimical to community.
Thus, interracial community and multiculturalism are distinct values
that are both essential to a value education program, but that can be in
tension with one another. Nevertheless, there are ways of teaching
multiculturalism that minimize these tensions. Some broad guidelines
ar the following: (a) Invite children's participation in cultures studied, so
as to make "other" cultures as accessible as possible to nonmembers. For
example, have children in the class interview one another, posing questions about each others' cultures that the questioners feel will help them
to comprehend the culture in question. Establish an "intercultural
dialogue" among students. This approach will use a recognition of
genuine cultural differences to bring children together rather than keep
them apart. (b) Recognize cultures' internal variety (even contradictory
strands within a given culture), their change over time, and (where
appropriate) their interaction with other cultures - rather than presenting cultures as frozen in time, monolithic, and totally self-contained. (c)
Recognizecultural universals and commonalities. It is not contrary tothe
spirit of multiculturalism -to the acknowledgment ofauthenticcultural
differences - to see that distinct cultures may share certain broad
features. For example, every culture responds to certain universal
features of human life, such as birth, death, the rearing of children, a
search for meaning in life. Both (b) and (c) prevent an inaccurate and
community-impairing "theyness" in the presentation of other cultures.
Finally, our conception of interracial community must itself allow for
the recognition of difference. A powerful, but misleading, tradition in
our thinking about community is that people only feel a sense of
community when they think of themselves ,as "the same" as the other
members of the community. On this view, recognition of difference is
threatening to community. But, as Robert Bellah and his colleagues
argue in Habits of the Heart, the kind of community needed in the United
States is pluralistic community, one which involves a sense of bond and
connection stemming from shared activity, condition, task, location, and
the Iike- and grounded ultimately in an experience ofshared humanity
- yet recognizing and valuing cultural differences (and other kinds of
differences as wem. 7
I have discussed three crucial educational values for a multiracial,
multicultural society: opposition to racism, multiculturalism, and interracial community. I have argued that these are distinct values, and that
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all three are essential to a responsible program uf value cducatil,ln in a
multicultural society. I have argued also that there can be tensiuns
between different values. But the values can also be mutually supportive, and I have suggested some guidelines for maximizing the suppurt
and minimizing the tensions.
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